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If I Was Your Girlfriend:  
A Lexicon of Funk and Desire in Academia 
(or Things I Learned as a Young Asian 
American Artist)

Michael Sakamoto

[This script is based on a lecture-performance presented in multiple 
forums since 2021, and revised for this issue. The final text has been 
redacted due to legal threats and attempts to intervene in the editorial 
process by  . All persons and institutions have remained 
anonymous in all versions of the text and performance to date. 

  did not have access to the text prior to publication.]

SLIDE:

Slideshow of images from Mic h

ael’s MuNK performance photo se

ries set in Japan, Hawai’i, California, 

and Paris.

Michael enters, dressed in a Jap-
anese bomber jacket, jeans, sneak-
ers, and baseball cap. He sits down 
at a table with a printed script, mi-
crophone, glass of water, and Japa-
nese meditation bell. He bows and 
rings the bell three times.

The University  fight 
song plays.

From the photo series, MuNK. Near 
farmland worked by Michael’s 
grandfather during the Great 
Depression, Marysville, CA (2018).
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SLIDE:

Oxford English Dictionary: “The definitive record of the English lang uage.”1

The definitive source for the following terms.

(Words slowly fade.)

Michael removes his cap, changes to a suit jacket, sips water, and 
stares at the audience. As music ends, Michael smiles.

SLIDE:

Forebear: An ancestor, forefather, 
progenitor.

(Words slowly fade.)

Michael:

After starting a tenuretrack, 

university faculty position as a 

specialist in nonWestern dance, 

interdisciplinary perf ormance, 

and media, I attend a reception 

for faculty of color sponsored by 

the div ersity office. In the White 

male Provost’s remarks, he re

minds us that we should never 

forget the sacrifices that genera

tions of our forebears made. As 

he shakes a couple hands, eats some hors d’oeuvres, and leaves, I think, 

who is he to tell us the thing about . . . the thing . . . we already. . . ?

But then I think, hey, thanks, Mr. Provost, because at least you 

reminded me, right?

SLIDE:

Montage of early Japanese laborers in the USA.

1. Oxford English Dictionary, accessed June 27, 2022, https://www.oed.com.

Sakamoto Gohachiro and Kaku, 
Michael’s paternal great-grandparents 
who emigrated to colonial Hawai’i in 
1903 (photo circa 1940s).
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Michael:

Not just about my obvi

ous forebears, like my im

migrant labor ancestors 

who built Hawaiian planta

tions and worked California 

farms, volunteered out of 

the camps that imprisoned 

my entire family to die res

cuing trapped Texans in 

Italy and Holocaust victims 

in Germany, established the first legal precedent in US his

tory for reparations for racial discrimination, or others you 

might’ve googled before you spoke.

I’m thinking also of our less obvious predecessors. Like, so not 

obvious, they’re assumed. Because like all of us, they’re just . . . 

there . . . around . . . all the time.

SLIDE:

Uppity: Above oneself, self-
important, jumped-up; arro-
gant, haughty, pert, putting 
on airs.

(Words slowly fade.)

Michael:

In my first year, I premiere an eveninglength work with one of the 

country’s leading hiphop choreographers for concert dance, receive 

a book contract with the same press with which my department’s 

only other scholar published ahead of tenure, publish in two journals, 

produce a dance film, and win a major national dance production 

Flash performance with Michael and 
Rennie Harris (2015).

Still from Abbey, featuring Angela 
Betina Carlos, dancefilm, (2016).
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grant for a second eveninglength performance. With the above in 

mind, while getting advice from a White ombudsperson on navigat

ing University culture, I ask about the prospect of going up for tenure 

early if my success continues. She says it won’t work, that even if 

I deserve it, I’ll be seen as “not behaving” in the University culture.

She says I’ll be considered “uppity.”

“. . .Excuse me?”

She asks, “You’re familiar with Asians, right?”

“. . .Uhm . . . Yeah. . . (?)”

“Well, think of it this way,” she says. “You’re surrounded by 

White people who act like Asians: knowing your place, not com

plaining, staying in your lane.”

Michael stares at the audience for a beat.

Michael:

.  .  .Truth is, as a 

young, aspirational, 

Asian American art

ist, I’d thought about 

these things—Who am 
I  to complain? What 
is my place? Where is 
my lane?—starting as 

a college art student 

looking for inspiration; 

for successful artists after whom I could model myself.

SLIDE:

Film still from Swimming to Cambodia (Demme 1987).

Michael:

For example, when I was 19, performance artist Spalding Gray 

taught me selfconfidence with the film release of his monologue 

play, Swimming to Cambodia. As an only child who’d spent years 

Performing virtually for the Association for 
Asian Performance Conference, 2021.
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alone with my thoughts, it blew my mind seeing an actor sitting 

alone, talking about himself for an hour and a half, and most of all, 

being taken seriously by countless theater and movie audiences. 

Maybe I too could make a living someday by becoming a perform

ing artist, going around the world, writing about the experience, 

and parading my feelings on stage for others. So I  became ob

sessed with figuring out, How did he do all this? And years later, 

I realized . . . it’s easy.

On the surface, Swimming to Cambodia is simply Gray’s story 

about working in Thailand as an actor on the film, The Killing 
Fields. However, because he steadfastly holds to his personal 

and cultural beliefs in the face of war, racism, and genocide, it’s 

also a lesson in staying true to yourself.

(gradually voicing a louder, more insistent, and vaguely Spalding- 
like accent)

Swimming to Cambodia is a master class in keeping the 

audience so distracted that they experience the performance 

as art, yet amused enough that they also experience it as en

tertainment and walk away satisfied with the fact that Gray 

still to that day knew almost nothing about Cambodians, not 

the least reason for which being he only worked in Thailand 

and never went to Cambodia, because, as he said, trying to 

understand that country and its people was, like swimming 

there, impossible.

As a simultaneously 

modernist and post

modernist White male 

hero, Gray is following 

in the tradition of gar

nering praise by claim

ing knowledge of a 

subject through claim

ing no knowledge of 

that subject. Just like 
(l to r) Chey Chankethya, Nguyẽ̂ n Nguyên, and 
Waewdao Sierisook in Soil (2017).
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he can’t understand the Thai bargirls and sex workers that he 

prefers 11 times in his show to call “whores,” nor can he under

stand the Khmer Rouge genocide because “we” don’t speak 

Cambodian, unlike the fact that “we” can understand what 

happened in Germany because “we” speak German (Gray 

1985: 51).

In other words, for a White guy on the loose in Southeast Asia, 

life is hard.

SLIDE:

Color: The hue of a person’s skin, typically of the face, esp. as reflect-
ing or indicating physical health or emotional state; a person’s 
complexion.

(Words slowly fade.)

Michael:

In naming the head of my contract review committee, my 

White    a full Professor who has re

peatedly proclaimed, “I don’t see color.” Given that most of 

my teaching and all my research is centered on ethnicity, race, 

and culture, I  express concern that they may have a conflict 

of interest, and request a change.   acknowledges 

my concerns and that their opinions are difficult to hear, but 

hands the decision to the  , who sees no issue and 

denies my request.

Later, in a faculty meeting,    expresses in

difference towards race and culture in the curriculum. They say 

that they make teaching more difficult and “go over my head.”

At the same time, I am assigned to teach a course on race and 

culture in dance for the third consecutive semester out of an even

tual five.

SLIDE:

Film still from Home of the Brave (Anderson 1986).
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Michael:

Another film that 

I  saw as a young art

ist was Home of the 
Brave, by another 

White New York art

ist, Laurie Anderson, 

whom you’d already 

know, of course, if you 

had seen Swimming to 
Cambodia, because 

Spalding Gray drops 

her name along with 

other cool White New York artists without any context, because 

of course you already know who they are.

Anyway, Laurie Anderson taught me the privilege of dancing as 

I please and speaking with multiple voices. I was amazed that some

one had created a multimedia concert, avantgarde performance, 

and fulllength film all at once. She even tore apart a Linn drum ma

chine, strung the pads all over her body, and performed awkward 

but beautifully evocative dances for her songs. She did it all, and 

I was so inspired, that for years, I wanted to be Laurie Anderson. . .

(Gradually voicing a halting, Laurie-type speech pattern)
A whole career where you get to perform as “yourself,” and 

speak in witty phrases about whatever you want, as long as the audi

ence believes some cen

tral truth about you, like a 

wise old master or monk 

holding forth, except 

through the body and 

voice of a White female.

And sometimes she 

would use technology 

to make that voice more 

Performing at the Association for Asian 
American Studies Conference, Denver, CO, 
2022.

Performing virtually for the AAP Conference 
2021.
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masculine, or arti

ficial, so that you 

would know it was 

her and not her.

And somehow, 

I was attracted to 

that. Somehow, as 

an Asian Ameri

can, it all felt fa

miliar. Being able, 

or expected, to perform simultaneously as me and not me. . .

Audio plays of Michael with a Laurie Anderson-style, synthesized voice 
and a Linn drum machine musical sequence as he performs a dance of 
embodied contradiction.

Michael (VO):

And then a Korean musician tells a story, saying “we,” as if he’s 

Japanese, except he’s Korean, dressed in Korean clothes, so . . .

And her Black backup singers sing in Japanese. One is waving a 

big oriental fan, and the other wearing a big oriental costume sleeve.

And William S. Burroughs says, “Hey, Kimosabe. Long time, 

no see.”

And her White guitarist comes on stage in a sombrero.

And she sings, “Hey, Kimosabe! Long time, no see!”

But I’m young, and I’m not thinking deeply about these things, 

and it’s the 80s, and everything’s clever and bright. . .

So I buy her next album, which ends with a misty ballad, Hi-
awatha, riffing on Longfellow, mythic Americana, the dream. . .

And I think to myself, that’s not me and . . . not me. . .

And 20  years later, I  think to myself, it’s certainly not Hi

awatha. . .

But I don’t know that now, back then. . .

So I keep that cassette in my car, just driving along, for years. . .

Performing virtually for the AAP Conference 
2021.
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And then another 

album, with another 

song, Night in Baghdad, 

satirizing an American 

reporter’s first world 

problems while reifying 

his invisibilization of 

the murder of hundreds 

of Iraqi civilians, and 

I think to myself, there’s 

something wrong here, 

but I don’t know what it 

is. . .

But then I  see she’s 

written a book about 

her art adventures, and 

then she takes on the 

biggest book of all: the 

great American novel, 

Moby Dick, with a great 

big multimedia show, 

and a multitalented 

cast. . .

And I  say to myself, that’s it! It’s still not me and not me, 

but I could make it me. I’m in an internationally touring con

temporary theater company now. I’m a butoh artist creating 

original works now. I can dance. I can speak. And most of all, 

I’m American!

All I have to do now is write a book. . .

SLIDE:
Parochial: figurative. Relating or confined to a narrow area or region, 

as if within the borders of one’s own parish; limited or provincial 
in outlook or scope.

(Words slowly fade.)

From the photo series, MuNK. Farmland 
worked by Michael’s grandfather during the 
Great Depression, Salinas, CA (2018).
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Michael:

In a meeting with the   to discuss my teaching, 

  states, without examples, that I have a “limited” un-

derstanding of “interdisciplinary and cross-cultural” research, 

that I operate from “a very parochial perspective” and work “to 

legitimate that parochial perspective,” and I need to broaden 

my appeal to “many different audiences.”

Up to that point, my research consists of national and interna-

tional publications, exhibited photography and film, and public 

performances in multiple venue formats, languages, and coun-

tries, all engaging Asian, Asian American, African American, and 

Western cultural vernaculars that I’ve been studying and practic-

ing for three decades.

I don’t know. Maybe I should’ve just trusted that they had my 

best interests in mind. 

Like later when   

told me I  needed to  

publish a book for ten-

ure, despite my contract, 

which they helped draft, 

explicitly not requiring it 

and allowing for seven 

distinct multidisciplinary 

and intercultural modes 

of tenure accrual. I guess 

they just knew what the 

university liked to see, 

versus what they actually 

hired me to do.

I mean, sometimes 

you just know what you 

like, right? Like my fa-

vorite song. I mean, it’s 

really my favorite. The 
Michael and his mother, Tillie Sakamoto, 
Los Angeles, CA, 1982.
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kind of song you can’t live without because the first time you 

heard it, it told you who you were; maybe even who you’ve 

always been.

The opening bars of “If I Was Your Girlfriend” play.

Michael:

In March 1987, Prince’s Sign o’ the Times album came out, with 

twists on all the standard genres—party anthem, protest song, 

love song, breakup song, even a children’s singalong—but one 

track that took my breath away: “If I Was Your Girlfriend.”

Somehow, for a skinny, Asian American, 19 yearold male navi

gating Ronald Reagan’s newly aspirational version of American 

hypermasculinity, this song by a 5′3″, Black male musician in fal

setto, fourinch heels, and eyeliner stretching from the Mississip

pi to Lake Minnetonka not only taught me how to be in love, but 

captured the simple feeling of what it meant to be me. Perhaps 

ironically, as the only child son of a single mother, I’ve always 

been a romantic. Having witnessed heartbreak growing up, I’ve 

always aspired to be “that guy,” who always wants to save the 

day, and would do anything to make it happen.

I have other favorites. Food, ramen. Sport, basketball. But a 

favorite song is special. It’s a spirit in audible form. It can capture 

your heart and make you wanna do things, like take up a new 

hobby, fall in love with a person or place, or maybe even aspire 

to a new career.

So later, as an academic discussing aspiration, I understood 

quite well.

SLIDE:

Aspire: To breathe desire towards. intransitive. To have a fixed de-

sire, longing, or ambition for something at present above one; to 

seek to attain, to pant, long.

(Words slowly fade.)
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Michael:

In one faculty meeting, 

for example, we discuss 

our accreditation being 

delayed due to numer

ous perceived discrepan

cies in our program. 

 says it would help 

our case to claim a global 

dance technique curricu

lum, despite the depar

ture of the only two faculty 

who taught it. In response 

to another faculty of color 

and me pointing out that 

this would be a false claim, 

they say that the fact that 

“we aspire” to such cur

riculum is enough.

We ask if that’s like the two of us aspiring to be White.

No one responds.

They change the subject.

The opening bars of “Diabaram” by Ryuichi Sakamoto and Yousou 
N’Dour play.

Michael:

I learned humility and how to work with others on their own terms 

from Sakamoto Ryuichi, or, as Westerners call him, Ryuichi Sakamo

to, perhaps because to them, family comes last and individuality 

first. What came first in Sakamoto’s music, however, and without 

fanfare or spectacle, were the underlying cultures of his collabora

tors, especially the many African and African American singers and 

musicians whom he featured on record and on tour. And when I saw 

him in concert in 1990, the audience clamored for an encore at the 

end of the show. After some minutes, he sheepishly returned.

From the photo series, MuNK, Paris, 
France (2018).
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SLIDE:

Video stills from Sakamoto Ryuichi concert postshow in London, 

1990.

As a few moments of Sakamoto speaking plays, Michael desperately 
attempts to dance butoh funk/popping style while remaining seated.

Ryuichi Sakamoto (VO):

Hello. . . . Well, I was a bit upset because you didn’t dance, so 

I thought you didn’t like me. . . . I guess you like me. . . . Are you 

enjoying? (Audience cheers.)
Phew. Okay.

SLIDE:

Like: To please. To take 
pleasure in or be pleased 
by something. To be in a 
favourable condition.

(Words slowly fade.)

Michael:

Growing up, I was told 

by older folks in my com

munity that in order to suc

ceed, I needed protective 

coloring. I  needed to ap

pear as something White 

people wanted. I  needed 

them to like me. So for 

decades, regardless of my 

Spaldinglike selfconfi

dence, Laurielike intercultural privilege, Princelike independent 

streak, or Ryuichilike quietude, I have always, in every moment, 

thought about how I’m seen. So in the midst of my performance 

review, I ask numerous BIPOC colleagues about my situation.

Performing virtually for the AAP Conference 
2021.
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One says it is not good to defend myself in writing.

Another advises that I should convince my chair that they can 

“collect” me.

While standing in an outdoor parking lot with no one else in 

sight, another whispers that I should sue the University for harass

ment.

Another reminds me how lucky I am to have a job.

A White male colleague says if he were being treated the way 

I was, he’d be yelling and upending tables at faculty meetings. He 

later rescinds his offer to write me a letter of support because he’s 

afraid for his job.

A White female colleague recently granted tenure tells me she 

is disgusted by the system, which favors White mediocrity. “It’s 

not easy, but I see how much less difficult it is for me than for you. 

How I’m not perceived as a threat.”

SLIDE:

Crazy: Of unsound mind; insane, mad, demented, ‘cracked’. Often 
used by way of exaggeration in sense: Distracted or ‘mad’ with 
excitement, vehement desire, perplexity, etc.

(Words slowly fade.)

Michael:

I also discover similar stories throughout the institution. 

A  Latinx faculty told not to refer to himself as a professor. 

A  White department chair grossly and repeatedly mispro

nouncing the simple twosyllable name of an AfroLatin 

graduate student and worldclass professional. Senior faculty 

voting against a Latinx junior faculty with more research and 

a national awardwinning book. Three consecutive Assistant 

Professors in one department, all POC or female, voted down 

for renewal or tenure. The list goes on.

Meanwhile, in my performance review, dozens of allegations 

are made against me based on mistaken names and dates, miss
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ing research and course 

credits, omitted stu

dent evaluation scores, 

miscalculated en

rollments, over a  dozen  

factual errors by the fac

ulty dean, and the even

tually false assertion 

that “it is hard to imag

ine” that I will make my 

book manuscript dead 

line.

I meet with an Asian 

dean who has publicly 

spoken on their own 

experiences with rac

ism and ask if I’m do

ing something wrong. 

For an hour, they shake 

their head emphatically, 

and say, “You’re right. 

You’re not crazy.” They 

then say my depart

ment and I are just “a bad fit,” that I should leave the University, 

and there’s nothing they can do. I remind them that the Deans 

are obligated by law to vet my review. They shrug and silently 

walk me out of their office.

I meet with the chief diversity officer, who agrees my treatment 

is racially biased and offers to help me work with a  highprofile 

campus leader to publicly legitimize my work and a respected 

 senior faculty of color to mentor me on navigating the Univer

sity’s toxic space. They then neglect to return any of my emails 

and phone calls and leave for another job.

Michael’s book monograph approved for 
publishing in 2020, during the pandemic and 
five years into original tenure clock. Printed 
2022.
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The opening bars of “New Posi-
tion” by Prince play.

SLIDE:
Interdisciplinary: Of or pertain-

ing to two or more dis-
ciplines or branches of 
learning; contributing to 
or benefiting from two or 
more disciplines.

(Words slowly fade out.)

Michael:

After three years as As

sistant Professor, I have pub

lished on Cambodian, Thai, 

Vietnamese, Filipino, African 

American, Japanese Ameri

can, and Western postmodern dance artists in six academic journals  

and book anthologies; completed a contracted book manuscript on 

transnational butoh; created and/or presented four dance theater 

performances, two photo essays, and a film in over a dozen na

tional and international venues; all amounting to significantly more 

research than most of my senior colleagues in the same period of 

their tenure track. I’ve designed and taught six different lecture, 

discussion, practicum and lab courses for graduate students from 

five departments and general education undergraduates, served on 

two search committees, a curriculum committee, four MFA commit

tees, and a PhD committee, and contributed to my department’s 

recertification process.

Around the same time, the faculty dean grants the department 

a “new” Assistant Professor position. During a faculty meeting, 

  states excitedly, while I’m seated next to them, how 

special and amazing that the line is “interdisciplinary” because 

“we’ve never had anyone like that.”

Performing at the AAAS Conference, 
Denver, CO, 2022.
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The room goes silent, all eyes faced down.

They change the subject.

A White postmodern dancer is later hired into the new posi

tion.

That same year, the university schedules an inperson 

workshop for White staff, faculty, and students to learn about 

their privilege and take greater responsibility for racism on 

campus, and then abruptly cancels the workshop because the 

subject might cause “confusion,” “concerns,” and “misper

ceptions.”

The workshop is then rescheduled after the school year is over.

That summer—for many reasons—I leave for a position at an

other institution.

SLIDE:

“If you wish to dance a flower, you can mime it and it will 

be everyone’s flower, banal and uninteresting; but if you place 

the beauty of that flower and the emotions which are evoked 

by it into your dead body, then the flower you create will 

be true and unique.”—Ohno Kazuo (Viala and MassonSekine 

1988: 23)

As a Linn drum funk beat plays over Michael’s synthesized androgynous 
voice, Michael dons a long skirt and dances to deconstruct and re-
code his internalized constructs of Whiteness in front of projected 
images of himself from his MuNK photo series.

Michael (VO):

Look at the bargain over here, ladies

Ooh, oh.

Ooh, hoo, oh yeah.

Ooh, hoo.

If I was your girlfriend, would you remember

To tell me all the things you forgot when I was your boy?
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Hey hey, when I  was 

your boy.

If I was your new friend, 

would you let me

Take care of you

And do all the things 

that only a new hire can?

Oh, only new hires can.

If I was your girlfriend.

Ooh, hoo, ho ooh.

If I was your girlfriend.

If I was your girlfriend, 

would I let you vet me?

I mean, help you pick out 

my words before I speak out?

Not that you’re racist,

But sometime, some

time those are the things

That an annual review’s 

about.

If I  was your one and 

only friend,

Would you run to me if somebody questioned your ideology,

Even if that somebody was me?

Yeah, ee hee.

Sometimes I trip on how real we could be.

Pleeheeheehease.

If I was your girlfriend.

Ooh, hoo, hoo.

If I was your girlfriend.

Performing virtually for the AAP 
Conference 2021.
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Would you let me proof your book?

Could I cover your class sometime?

Well then, could we just hang out?

I mean, could we go to the dean’s lecture and sit together?

‘Cause, to me, baby, that would look so fine, ooh.

Baby, can you vet me?

I mean, help me pick out my words before I speak out?

Listen here, I ain’t sayin you’re racist,

But sometime, sometime those are the things

that a performance review’s about.

Sugar, do you know what it’s saying to you in my contract?

Maybe you want me to appear selfcentered,

But I, I said I just want to be

All of the things I’m supposed to be.

Surely, a general counsel could see.

Is it really necessary for me to go 

out of the room

Just because you want to discuss 

me?

We don’t have to make tenure to 

make research.

And we don’t have to do positiv

ism to experience new knowledge.

Your lazy sabbatical’s what I’m all 

about.

Can I see it?

I’ll show you my Asian immigrant 

work ethic.

Why not?

You can do it because you made 

me your friend.

From the photo series MuNK, 
Michael dancing on the infirmary 
grounds where his father was 
born at Manzanar prison camp, 
Independence, CA (2018).
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I have to do it for you.

Of course I perform my race in front of you.

And when I become White, what shall I do?

You’re the one who made me see that it’s cool.

Can’t you just use me?

If I was your girlfriend, you could.

Oh yeah, you know so.

Listen, for your Whiteness, I would dance a ballet.

Would that get you off?

Tell me what will.

If I was your girlfriend, would you tell me?

Would you let me see your Whiteness then?

Would you let me introduce your talk?

Would you let me cite you so hard you’d laugh and laugh,

And would you, would you let me quote you there,

You know, down there where it counts,

I’ll do it so good,

I swear I’ll drink every ounce of your KoolAid.

And then I’ll quote you tight and quote you long

And together we’ll perpetuate the silence. . .

And we’ll try to imagine what it looks like.

Yeah, we’ll try to imagine what, what teaching looks like.

Yeah, we’ll, we’ll try to imagine what service looks like.

Yeah, we’ll try. . .

Michael falls flat on the ground. After a few moments, he rises, chang-
es back to his Japanese bomber jacket, jeans, and baseball cap, and 
sits down at the table.

Michael:

Months after resigning my tenuretrack position, as I’m greet

ing audience members in my new role as director of performing  
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arts programming and Asian and Asian American arts and culture 

at another PWI university, an elderly White woman and longtime 

patron tells me about a beautiful dancer she’s recently seen who 

moves so small and passive, and in cute tiny steps, “You know. 

Like a Japanese,” and repeats her statement for emphasis. I stare 

back.

After the encounter, my White colleague, who introduced me 

to the woman, apologizes. “That was so racist. I’m so sorry you 

had to endure that,” she says, without explaining why she didn’t 

say anything.

As I step away to introduce the concert, I shrug. “It’s five min

utes to curtain, and I’ve been doing this for 30 years. There are 

some things I just don’t have time for.”

And most recently,    has begun writing on 

dance and photography . . . in Japanese American prison camps.

Michael rings the bell once, stands, bows, and exits.

From the photo series, MuNK, Paris, France (2018).
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